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30 Things about Life Everyone Should Learn Before Turning 30
by Nicolas Cole, Contributor, Inc.com
Life is full of lessons. Some lessons are learned in an instant–like when you touch a hot stove. Others take time to
fully understand–for example, what it truly means to be in love. But regardless of the size of the lesson, there are 30
important ones everyone should know before exiting young adulthood and entering the next phase of their life.
Self-development
1. Your habits can make or break you. Every action is a brick, meaning it’s what you do on a daily basis that
determines the house you end up with. You are the house you build.
2. You are what you read. If your body is a reflection of what you eat, then your mind is a reflection of what you read
and study. Fill it with good stuff–not candy, like social media.
3. You cannot compare your path with anyone else’s. We each have our own struggles, and we each have our own
triumphs. Your path is your path for a reason. Pay attention to the lessons meant for you and you only.
4. Your inner circle is your “dream team.” If you surround yourself with negative people, your dream will die. If you
surround yourself with positive and driven people, your dream will thrive. It’s on you to build your “dream team”
accordingly.
5. Your life is a reflection of how well you know yourself. It always comes back to self-awareness. The more willing
you are to address your fears, shortcomings, and points of conflict, the more self-awareness you will have and the
happier you will be.
Productivity
1. How you invest your time is a reflection of how you invest your money. The smart and wealthy know the value of
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their time. They see each minute, hour, day, week, month, and so on as an opportunity to invest wisely in
themselves. You must do the same.
2. To be productive, you have to remove distractions. Productivity is not about multitasking. It’s actually the opposite.
It’s about trying to do less, so that you can ultimately do more.
3. If you aren’t getting done what needs to get done, there is a fear. We avoid the things we don’t want to do–or
worse, wonder if we can do at all. This is why startup plans and book ideas get pushed to the back burner so often.
To get the work done, you have to confront what’s holding you back.
4. Efficiency is a process. It doesn’t happen the first or second time you do something. Which means in order to be
productive in the fullest sense, you have to commit to the process of always looking for ways to improve over the
long term.
5. Failure to prepare means preparing to fail. You can’t expect yourself to move through things quickly and
effectively if you haven’t set yourself up for success. What you do today impacts where you start tomorrow.
Relationships
1. The most important relationship in your life is the one you have with yourself. Without a positive relationship with
yourself, every other relationship in your life will suffer. It always starts with you.
2. Friendships and relationships are collaborations. They are not one-way streets. Healthy relationships make both
parties better.
3. Trust is built through actions, not words. You can’t pay attention to what people say or promise, only what they
ultimately do. The way someone acts will tell you everything you need to know.
4. A real relationship is built on vulnerability. It doesn’t matter if it’s a friendship, a significant other, or even a
business connection, the best exchanges are rooted in some level of vulnerability. At the end of the day, we’re all
exploring life together. We want to have genuine connections.
5. Every relationship has its ups and downs. Conflicts and disagreements are inevitable. What matters is how each
conflict is resolved. And the key is to always maintain a level of respect and benefit of the doubt, so that both parties
can be heard and mutually understood.
Health
1. Your body is your temple. Treat it well.
2. Too much sugar and you’ll crash. Candy diets and processed food binges aren’t part of a healthy lifestyle. Your
body is a reflection of who you are, your habits, how you treat yourself, everything. Cut out the bad stuff.
3. Lack of sleep is not a trophy. Bragging about only getting three hours of sleep last night is not something to be
proud of. What it shows is a severe lack of balance and an unsustainable workflow. Life is a marathon, not a sprint.
4. Physical activity is crucial to personal wellness. No matter how busy you get, or how hectic things are, you always
have to make time to take care of your physical body. Exercise is key. If you don’t, you’ll pay for it later.
5. Coffee is good, but too much coffee is bad. When your entire diet becomes “red eye” after “red eye,” it’s time to
address the sleep problem.
Career
1. You don’t get anywhere fast trying to cut the line. There are no shortcuts. Throwing someone under the bus on
your way up will only come back to bite you. Focus on investing in yourself and your skill sets and let the rest fall into
place.
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2. Your reputation is everything. Above all, you always want former employers, co-workers, partners, and
collaborators to speak highly of you. Upholding your reputation is everything when it comes to building a successful
career for yourself.
3. It’s not about what you’ve done, but what you’re currently doing. Especially in our new world of digital media and
personal branding, people want to know whose attention you are commanding today. What impact you are having
today.
4. Humility goes a whole lot further than bravado. It’s not about convincing everyone how much you know. It’s about
showing that you’re a team player by being willing to listen, learn, and add value where you can. No one likes a
spotlight searcher.
5. Becoming a leader has nothing to do with a formal leadership position. Just because you have a big fancy title
does not mean people will listen to you, or even take you seriously. To lead a team effectively, it starts with holding
yourself to the highest standard and leading by example.
Success
1. You aren’t aiming for perfect. You’re aiming for perfect practice. It’s not about tunnel-visioning on the shiny idea of
the final product. It’s about treating each step of the way with intention. That’s how you create something worth
presenting to the world in the end.
2. External rewards are fleeting and unfulfilling. They’re fun, sure, but they are not the end goal–not by a long shot.
What holds far more value, and defines the quality of your life, is how many people’s lives you impact for the better.
However you choose to do that is up to you.
3. Believing your own hype is dangerous. No matter what you achieve, or how externally successful you get, you
have to always remember the kid that started out on his or her path out of pure curiosity. You should never lose that
childlike sense of wonder.
4. You are only as good as the last risk you took. If you have to rely on your last home run (which may have
happened a long time ago) to speak for your current talents, you have fallen stagnant. Success over the long term is
about constantly pushing yourself to take the next big risk.
5. Somewhere, someone much younger than you is practicing his or her heart out, coming for your spot. Just
remember that. Anyone can reach the top of the mountain. The hard part is staying there.
END
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3 Words of Essential Leadership
by Larry Page, Co-Founder of Google

Google Co-Founder Larry Page Just Taught an Essential Lesson in Leadership.
Here It Is in 3 Words
The company’s co-founder just published this year’s “Founders’ Letter”–and it should be
required reading for all company leaders.
Larry Page became famous for co-founding Google, a company that literally changed the way the world learned.
Not satisfied with this achievement, Page and Google co-founder Sergey Brin invested time and resources in
innovative products used by billions, products like Google Maps, the Android operating system, and YouTube.
This spirit has continued over the years. In the most recent founders’ letter (published on the homepage for Alphabet,
the conglomerate that oversees Google and a host of other companies), Page gives brief updates on:
Google’s progress in the areas of AI and machine learning;
You enjoy the work, and don’t really want to give it up.
Waymo, a company which develops self-driving cars, and its new partnership with Fiat Chrysler;
You enjoy the work, and don’t really want to give it up.
Nest, a manufacturer of IOT products.
So, how in the world do Page and Brin continue to drive such major innovation, year after year?
It all comes down to three, simple words:
Train and delegate.
The power of good training and delegation.
If you’ve ever led a team, you probably recognize the importance of spreading out the workload and identifying the
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right person for the right job.
Yet, you may have found it difficult to follow through on that philosophy–at least, at times.
Why is that?
The answer depends on a variety of factors, but it often involves a combination of the following reasons:
You enjoy the work, and don’t really want to give it up.
You don’t truly trust your people.
You don’t have the time to train or restructure (or simply don’t feel like it).
You don’t want someone else to get the credit.
You’re afraid of losing control.
These reasons tie in deeply with our emotions, which can easily cloud rational thinking and hinder us from making
good decisions. (That’s just one way emotions can work against you, a topic I explore in my forthcoming book, EQ,
Applied.)
But notice the opposite tone Page demonstrates in his letter, evident in the following excerpts.
On Sundar Pichai, CEO of Google:
“Sundar is doing great as Google CEO. It’s certainly a big job and we are very lucky to have him… I’m excited about
how he is leading the company with a focus on machine learning and AI.”
On Waymo CEO John Crafcik:
“John Krafcik is the new CEO and brings significant auto industry experience. I love the name and I love even more
the excitement you can see when you visit with them!… I can’t wait until Waymo launches.”
On Nest CEO Marwan Fawaz:
“He has been doing great against their plan, and we have really been enjoying working with him!”
Page continues by summarizing why he and his fellow executives created Alphabet in the first place, and the
benefits of doing so:
“With the change to Alphabet, oversight has been easier because of increased visibility. We have streamlined efforts
where it made sense and in other areas we have seen places to double down. I also think we have learned a lot
about how to set up new companies with a structure for success.
…Sergey and I are having a good time looking for new opportunities and managing and scaling our existing efforts. I
still see amazing opportunities that just aren’t quite fully developed yet–and helping making them real is what I get
excited about.”
Truly effective leaders recognize the need to hand off the work they care most about to others, because doing so
allows you to have a greater overall impact, and increases the amount of work that can be accomplished. In addition,
taking time to train and delegate others allows you to demonstrate your confidence in them.
When your people get the right guidance and the space they need, and know that you’ve got their backs, they’ll fulfill
their potential.
And that’s what great companies are made of.
END
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Thoughts
by Coach Bill Wadley, Ohio State
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REQUIRED
CERTIFICATION
SCHOOLS
LEVEL 1: FOUNDATIONS OF COACHING
The Foundations of Coaching course is designed to increase your
knowledge and teaching skills to help you become a better coach. Inside you
will find: interviews with some of the top coaches in the U.S.; coaching advice
and stroke drills; technical instruction and information; guidance on
developing young athletes. The 2014 revision is currently available in two
forms: a DVD-version or an online- video version. The cost for either version
is $37 (plus shipping).
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LEVEL 2: STROKE SCHOOL
The Stroke School is the most popular course in ASCA's history, with over
14,000 coaches having taken it since 1986. The purpose of the Stroke
School is to give the coach practical, useful tools to construct and to a lesser
extent correct swimming strokes. This course is a practical text for teaching:
we do just enough science to give you the necessary foundation and then
move on to the things that are helpful to you on deck every day. This is the
5th edition, revised in 2013 and currently available either in a printed (binder) or online (video)
format. The cost for the printed version is $45 (plus shipping), online version is $47.

LEVEL 3: PHYSIOLOGY SCHOOL
The Physiology School offers a review of how the body can react and adapt
to training, as well as serving as a resource for developing one’s knowledge
on training structure. The course gives practical knowledge on how to
develop long- and short-term training plans, and how to incorporate
progressions to bring-about improvements. The Physiology School is written
in a simple, coach-oriented style, and is available in either a print or online
version. It begins with a review of the interaction of various physical and
mental systems, continues with the scientific background for training, descriptions of training
methodologies and terms, and then proceeds to discuss the planning of training for both new,
developmental swimmers and accomplished swimmers of all ages, up to and including Senior and
Masters swimmers. Available either in a printed (binder) or online (video) format. Cost of the printed
version is $45 (plus shipping), online version is $57.

LEVEL 4: LEADERSHIP SCHOOL
One can argue that effective coaching is all about effective leadership, and,
therefore, the Leadership School is a course to take early in your career.
Leaders are not born, they are made; this course can help make them.
Developed from our successful clinic course, this printed version teaches
specific skills and steps needed to lead children, or other adults, effectively.
The course helps coaches understand the agencies and organizations that
administratively run the world of Swimming; as each organization is
presented, suggestions on how individual coaches can be involved are also provided. Leadership is
then represented in sections that provide education on the skills, abilities and methodology important
in making presentations of all sorts, including written and oral styles. The school also contains a
review of modern leadership literature, a section on personal goals, and 50 great sales ideas to help
you coach better. Available in printed format for $50 (plus shipping).
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LEVEL 5: ADMINISTRATION SCHOOL
For the coach who is, or aspires to be, the head coach of any organization
(high school, college, YMCA, club, etc.); the Administration School covers
every topic, among them: budgeting; communications; fundraising; team
entries; hosting meets; and working successfully with assistant coaches,
volunteers and boards of directors. Frequently described as the area
coaches are "weak" in, this course is designed to give new head coaches a
tutorial on how to deal with administrative tasks—before they become
"administrative issues". There are sections devoted to the special needs of
high school and college coaches. While not about the "fun" parts of coaching, this is about the parts
that allow a coach to get, keep and prosper in a good job. We recommend that the wise coach take
this course long before they expect to "need it". Having this information will help you get the job
you're dreaming about. Available in printed format for $50 (plus shipping).

2 Convenient Ways to Order
the ASCA Online Store www.swimmingcoach.org or
By Phone at 1-800-365-2722 or +1-(954)-563-4930
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17 Inches – A Life Lesson
by Coach John Scolinos, Hall of Fame College Baseball Head Coach
Twenty years ago in Nashville Tennessee during the first week of January 1996, more than 4,000 baseball coaches
descended upon the Opryland Hotel for the 52nd annual ABCA’s convention.
While I waited in line to register with the hotel staff, I heard other more veteran coaches rumbling about the lineup of
speakers scheduled to present during the weekend. One name, in particular, kept resurfacing, always with the same
sentiment — “John Scolinos is here? Oh, man, worth every penny of my airfare.”
Who is John Scolinos, I wondered. No matter, I was just happy to be there.
In 1996, Coach Scolinos was 78 years old and five years retired from a college coaching career that began in 1948.
He shuffled to the stage to an impressive standing ovation, wearing dark polyester pants, a light blue shirt, and a
string around his neck from which home plate hung — a full-sized, stark-white home plate.
Seriously, I wondered, who is this guy?
After speaking for twenty-five minutes, not once mentioning the prop hanging around his neck, Coach Scolinos
appeared to notice the snickering among some of the coaches. Even those who knew Coach Scolinos had to
wonder exactly where he was going with this, or if he had simply forgotten about home plate since he’d gotten on
stage. Then, finally …
“You’re probably all wondering why I’m wearing home plate around my neck,” he said, his voice growing irascible. I
laughed along with the others, acknowledging the possibility. “I may be old, but I’m not crazy. The reason I stand
before you today is to share with you baseball people what I’ve learned in my life, what I’ve learned about home
plate in my 78 years.”
Several hands went up when Scolinos asked how many Little League coaches were in the room. “Do you know how
wide home plate is in Little League?”
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After a pause, someone offered, “Seventeen inches?”, more of a question than answer.
“That’s right,” he said. “How about in Babe Ruth’s day? Any Babe Ruth coaches in the house?” Another long pause.
“Seventeen inches?” a guess from another reluctant coach.
“That’s right,” said Scolinos. “Now, how many high school coaches do we have in the room?” Hundreds of hands
shot up, as the pattern began to appear. “How wide is home plate in high school baseball?”
“Seventeen inches,” they said, sounding more confident.
“You’re right!” Scolinos barked. “And you college coaches, how wide is home plate in college?”
“Seventeen inches!” we said, in unison.
“Any Minor League coaches here? How wide is home plate in pro ball?”…………“Seventeen inches!”
“RIGHT! And in the Major Leagues, how wide home plate is in the Major Leagues?
“Seventeen inches!”
“SEV-EN-TEEN INCHES!” he confirmed, his voice bellowing off the walls. “And what do they do with a Big League
pitcher who can’t throw the ball over seventeen inches?” Pause. “They send him to Pocatello !” he hollered, drawing
raucous laughter. “What they don’t do is this: they don’t say, ‘Ah, that’s okay, Jimmy. If you can’t hit a seventeen-inch
target? We’ll make it eighteen inches or nineteen inches. We’ll make it twenty inches so you have a better chance of
hitting it. If you can’t hit that, let us know so we can make it wider still, say twenty-five inches.’”
Pause. “Coaches… what do we do when your best player shows up late to practice? or when our team rules forbid
facial hair and a guy shows up unshaven? What if he gets caught drinking? Do we hold him accountable? Or do we
change the rules to fit him? Do we widen home plate? ”
The chuckles gradually faded as four thousand coaches grew quiet, the fog lifting as the old coach’s message
began to unfold He turned the plate toward himself and, using a Sharpie, began to draw something. When he turned
it toward the crowd, point up, a house was revealed, complete with a freshly drawn door and two windows. “This is
the problem in our homes today. With our marriages, with the way we parent our kids. With our discipline. We don’t
teach accountability to our kids, and there is no consequence for failing to meet standards. We just widen the plate!”
Pause. Then, to the point at the top of the house he added a small American flag. “This is the problem in our schools
today. The quality of our education is going downhill fast and teachers have been stripped of the tools they need to
be successful, and to educate and discipline our young people. We are allowing others to widen home plate! Where
is that getting us?”
Silence. He replaced the flag with a Cross. “And this is the problem in the Church, where powerful people in
positions of authority have taken advantage of young children, only to have such an atrocity swept under the rug for
years. Our church leaders are widening home plate for themselves! And we allow it.”
“And the same is true with our government. Our so called representatives make rules for us that don’t apply to
themselves. They take bribes from lobbyists and foreign countries. They no longer serve us. And we allow them to
widen home plate! We see our country falling into a dark abyss while we just watch.”
I was amazed. At a baseball convention where I expected to learn something about curve balls and bunting and
how to run better practices, I had learned something far more valuable.
From an old man with home plate strung around his neck, I had learned something about life, about myself, about
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my own weaknesses and about my responsibilities as a leader. I had to hold myself and others accountable to that
which I knew to be right, lest our families, our faith, and our society continue down an undesirable path.

“If I am lucky,” Coach Scolinos concluded, “you will remember one thing from this old coach today.
It is this: “If we fail to hold ourselves to a higher standard, a standard of what we know to be right; if
we fail to hold our spouses and our children to the same standards, if we are unwilling or unable to
provide a consequence when they do not meet the standard; and if our schools & churches & our
government fail to hold themselves accountable to those they serve, there is but one thing to look
forward to …”

With that, he held home plate in front of his chest, turned it around, and revealed its dark black backside, “…We
have dark days ahead!.”
Note: Coach Scolinos died in 2009 at the age of 91, but not before touching the lives of hundreds of players and
coaches,including mine. Meeting him at my first ABCA convention kept me returning year after year, looking for
similar wisdom and inspiration from other coaches. He is the best clinic speaker the ABCA has ever known because
he was so much more than a baseball coach. His message was clear: “Coaches, keep your players—no matter how
good they are—your own children, your churches, your government, and most of all, keep yourself at seventeen
inches.”
And this my friends is what our country has become and what is wrong with it today, and now go out there and fix it!

“Don’t widen the plate.”

END
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Inspiration – “Team Expectations”
by Peter Varellas, Orinda Aquatics
Expectations are a big deal on a team. The expectation to succeed. The expectation to improve. They
expectation to learn, grow, have fun, and form friendships. Each individual surely has their own
expectations for what they want to get our tot their experience with a team. The fallacy, however is that
expectations are static. Many do not see that the norms, ambiance, and general sentiment of a team is
constantly being reformed and reevaluated some call it a tradition but tradition carries with-it the
illusion of permanence. In my opinion ion it the function f the coach to monitor and influence the general
atmosphere of the team. In many cases, as you know the coach(es) will be extend a great deal of this
responsibility to some to the athletes themselves in the form of captains, leaders, or upperclassmen.
Orinda Aquatics is no exception.
When I joined the team as a sophomore, the leaders of the team were immediately apparent. They set
the tone and expectations for the team. I was fortunate enough to have a high quality group of leaders
that, in addition to the coaching staff, taught me not how to swim fast, but how to be a good person, and
in turn how to be and effective leader as I became an upperclassman. I found that swimmers spend so
much time together in the pool that it was quite natural to also spend a great deal of time together away
from practice. Many of my friends were in fact swimmers. For me, high school social situation sever
included alcohol. Not only id did not drink, but alcohol was not even present when my friends and I
would hang out. The question is, why?
Why, indeed? Is it just coincidence that I never had the desire to drink and that my teammates felt the
same way? I doubt it. I feel that my own actions were strongly influenced by that same group of leaders
that I spoke of earlier. Whiter you realize it or not, there is a definite attitude toward alcohol on any
sports team. A personal choice is no longer merely personal when it affect the atmosphere of the team.
“Peer pressure” may seem old and outdated, but trust me it is still at large. The actions of friends,
teammates, and leaders, serve though create the expectations of what a social situation entails. In a
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team environment, a norm is developed that can often be directly attributed to the actions of its older
members. A-team is supposed to be comprised of individuals who are brought together by certain
commonalities. Don’t make one of them be alcohol.
Moral of the story: You are constantly reshaping the expectations and general atmosphere of the team.
Be sure that you understand how your actions relate to ethers.
A final note: Listen to your parental and coaches. These are the people who not only care about you
most but also have the knowledge of experience. These tow force combine to create your greatest
assets as young people. The most important choices I have mad in my life have been based largely on
the advice of my parents and coaches.
END
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Why Do We Coach?
by Don Swartz, ASCA Hall of Fame
[introduction, by Ira Klein] I guess it is still morning, so I will say good morning to everybody, on this final day of the
2014 ASCA World Clinic. My name is Ira Klein, I am one your board members for ASCA, and I have a great honor
this morning. You know, we talk a lot about having mentors; and everyone thinks that a mentor is somebody who
sits down with you every day, explains things, kind of shows you, you know, the road to walk. But that is not all of it,
because there are a lot of people who can help mentor you whether they know they are doing that or not.
I have the privilege today of introducing a coach who was very instrumental when I first started coaching. I was still
swimming, or first starting to swim—because I swam only in college—when Don Swartz was coaching some of our
best swimmers in the country. And he was doing it with a very different approach; one of the first people to really be
thinking outside the box. Not just on how do we add more yardage.
A lot of you here probably were here last year when Don was inducted into the ASCA Hall of Fame—well deserved.
The speech and films shown to us by the DeMont brothers, and their talk about what it meant to swim for Don, I do
not know if that is tapped anywhere. But if it is, I recommend getting that, listening to it.
Like I was saying, Don’s very innovative in his coaching, very cerebral in his coaching, the way he views it and
thinks about it. That for me, made me focus more on just… not just on let’s go 20x100s on a faster send off, but how
do I get more on athletes each day. It was a great disappointment when Don left the profession to do other things,
and a great joy when he finally came back to our ranks. I have a little gift here, a little token of appreciation for
having our speakers come and offer their insights to help us do our jobs better. So without further ado, I would like to
introduce Don Swartz.
[Swartz begins] Good morning. Occasionally dangerous to ad lib, but I like to live on the danger zone now and then.
So, what can I tell you that you do not already know? Now probably, somebody in this room knows about these
shoes. But if you are on the deck a lot and your feet hurts you, or you have plantar fasciitis like I do, you might want
to check out a pair of shoes called Hoka One. I do not get paid to say that—unfortunately. I have a recurring, now
and then, plantar fasciitis on my left heel. I heard about these shoes, I went and bought a pair, and three days later I
had no pain in my foot. I thought damn, that’s pretty… that’s the best. So I got another pair, and I rotate them. They
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are very, very comfortable; they are very light weight. So, if you have foot problems, and you are on the deck a lot,
perhaps they could help you.
Piggy-backing off of what Teri [McKeever] said about having fun, one of my current pet-peeves is the parent who
comes up, and says, “I just want my daughter to have fun. I just want her to be happy.” I do not know whether this is
an indication of anything societally, but it is something that gets me. I want my daughter to be happy, as long as my
son’s happy I’m in a good place with the swimming and with whatever is going on. I actually tell our kids this, I say,
“My job is actually not to make you happy,” and they all laugh.
In thinking about our swim team, and yours is the same as mine: you have coaching, you have parents, and you
have swimmers; we like to look at it as a three-legged stool. So with the idea of having some fun, while we are doing
this very serious thing about addressing these questions (and we will come to that in a second), if all three legs of
that stool are not the same length or the same strength, the stool becomes non-functioning. So I thought I would go
on to the w-w-w [world-wide web], and see if I could find a few humorous comments about the parent leg of that
stool.
Do not argue with an idiot: he will drag you down to his level and beat you with experience. We have some parents
like that—I like that one. With the kids, you know, we are always talking about the difference between knowledge
and wisdom. Knowledge is knowing that a tomato is a fruit, and wisdom is having the good sense not to put it in a
fruit salad. And then, for us coaches, Steven Wright—who is a very funny man—said I couldn’t repair your breaks,
so I made your horn louder. I thought: that sounds pretty good. And, of course, the quote master of all Yogi Berra:
Baseball is 90% mental, and the other half is physical, and You can observe a lot by just watching.
Our profession, as a coach, has changed dramatically over the last decades. I started in 1966, and my fourth job in
1968—right about this time of the year in San Rafael, California with the San Rafael Swim Club—and I was a fulltime coach. I do not if this is accurate or not, but I was told that I was one of two in 1968: I got $500 a month and all
I did was coach.
When we would go to social functions, people would say, you know, So, what do you do? And I would say, “Well, I’m
a Swimming coach.” And then the next question is: But what’s your real job? So, what do you really do.
Today, when I walk into the bank and ask for a home-equity line of credit, or I am in a social situation, and they say,
So, what do you do? And I say, “I coach Swimming.” The next question is: Really, where? They do not even think
about the profession as being not-worthy of being a profession, and they do not even think about the fact that
swimming is like a minor activity. This is due, of course in part, to the efforts on the part of ASCA to raise our
profession up, but also the public’s perception of who we are and what we do is greatly changed by the exposure we
have on television. So, we are actually in a real profession now; we have known that for decades. But we get a little
bit of a pass in the public’s eye these days.
For me, when I started swimming—and I will not tell you the story, many of you have heard it—in 1966, I literally
knew nothing about competitive Swimming. I had not swum competitively; I had never coached. I was given an
opportunity to earn a little-bit-more money on my pay check by coaching the summer league team at the pool where
I taught lessons in the morning and lifeguarded in the afternoon; and I just got started.
So, when I began everything was very simple, because I did not know anything. And then as I gained experience
and knowledge, and my curiosity led me to read and go to clinics like this, I became more aware of the intricacies
and I got more complex, and my coaching got more complicated. Those are not necessarily the same thing, and
they are necessarily good; it is just the road I went: from complete novice to maybe knowing more than I needed to
know. I have found in the last three or four years that my coaching is actually better today because I have been able
to simplify and narrow my focus a little bit, and ask myself more critical questions.
So following along that line, and in an attempt to share some ideas with you, understanding coaching, to me, is
simply breaking it into three specific areas: the why, the what, and the how. I am not going to discuss the how with
you this morning. I could tell you how I do it, but that is not really important; you have had lots of answers to how.
And I know Dave Marsh; I was talking to him. He is going to talk a lot about the how, and a little bit about the what.
But I am more interested in the why and the what.
This is me, this is how you find me—it is my cell phone. I would also say that Ken and I, Ken DeMont, who I work
with/for at North Bay Aquatics—we are just over the Golden Gate Bridge from San Francisco—we had this great
idea several years ago that ended-up going down in flames: we would offer online coaching. So we called ourselves
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Swim Coach Direct, we formed an LLC, and all that stuff.
The idea was: if we are such hot-shot coaches, and the people in the pool in front of us—the kids and the Masters—
really like what we do, perhaps there would be an audience out there who might be willing to pay ten bucks a month
—or some number—to be coached by us. And we had a little bit of success. But either did not have the skill-set or
we were not properly positioned—I do not know what—but we said we surrender.
One of the things that we did do, on Swim Coach Direct, is we wrote a weekly little blog; things that might be of
interest to someone who is curious about coaching. It goes anywhere from certain sets to ideas about team building
—any of those kinds of things. You can sign-up for that, and it comes to you by email every week. Been doing it for
five or six years. There is no advertising on it, it does not cost you anything, you can easily unsubscribe if you do not
like it, we will never sell your email; it is just another way to share. That is what is so really-cool about the ASCA
experience: it is all about sharing.
As many people are in this room, as in the building, as in the profession, there are different nuances to why we
coach. I think it is important to know why we coach, because daily/weekly/annually we are faced with challenges in
our program. I just spent the last year-and-a-half in—without dramatizing it—a real tough spot, with respect to one of
our parents; the way I was being characterized by her to her family. Long-story short: when I had a really better grip
on why I coach, I was able to go like this [sigh] and let-go of that particular situation.
We all face these challenges, whether it would be: not enough money to do what we want, or not enough kids to get
where we need to be, or whatever it is. Problems are part of what we do every day. So, as I say here that is what we
do every day, we solve problems. We face challenges and try to work with them. And if we have a real clear
understanding of why it is we coach, then it is easier to deal with that stuff.
I wrote down a few things that I thought might be reasons that we would coach. Pretty basic, straight-forward.
A lot of us want to make a difference in people’s lives, so personal satisfaction.
Money. Now, I know that not all of us get paid hundreds of thousands of dollars to do what we do—or tens of
thousands even—but we all need some money to get by—it is the currency of the land. So, that is part of the
picture.
Prestige. Some of us have bigger egos than others. And I will tell you: anybody who is successful who says
they do not have an ego is not being totally truthful with you. Because we all have egos, and the prestige of
coaching helps feed that.
Fame. Some people like not-only to have their ego fed, but they like the spotlight.
[Status]. Some people do it just because they like to be called Coach. Like some people like to be called
doctors.
Enjoyment of Swimming. For a lot of you who swam competitively, those were the best years of your life in
many respects. So, you want to stay involved with it.
Some of you just simply love competition, and you live for the race.
College opportunities for your own children. Make no mistake about it, at most universities—I believe, I do not
know because I have never coached in college, but—I believe that if you are on a staff at a university that
your youngsters, provided they can meet some basic requirements, get to go to that college for free. That is a
very, very big incentive.
The desire to give back. Some people want to share what Swimming gave to them as a person, and so they
do it to give back.
I put this [competitive nature] down as a little bit different than feeding the competition. Some people—and I
have seen some coaches like this—there is a little-bit of a bully in them, and that is why they do it. They like
the power that being in-charge gives them. I am not to saying it is good or bad—I am not making a judgment
about any of these things—but I have seen that out there.
Some people do it because they are good at it. If you ask the kids on your team what their favorite subjects in
school are, I bet they will tell you the ones that they like the best. You know, they are really-good at History,
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they really like it. So, some of us do it because we are good at it. It is important to find something that your
good at. I tell people that ask me about, you know, kids that are getting ready to come-out of college and find
a profession; I say, “Find something that’s enjoyable to you, that gives you self-satisfaction.” There is tons of
ways to make the rent; you might as well find something that brings you satisfaction.
The list goes on. Right? In California, we get to work outdoors. It is kind of tough in the Winter when it rains, but it
has not rained in two years, so…. We do not have to wear a shirt or a tie. You can be your own boss, in many cases.
If you are fortunate-enough to have started and own a swim school or own your team, you have a retirement
package. I sure wish I had thought about that when I was 20 and did not wait until I was… you know, I am 68 today.
We are all going to be living longer, so we have got to have more resources to get to the end.
So anyway, the list goes on and on.
I would like to ask you to take a moment, if you have a pen and a piece of paper, to begin the process of writing
down why you coach. Ken and I coach at a small prep school in Marin [County] called the Branson School, and our
athletic director gave us a copy of this book: InsideOut Coaching [by Joe Ehrmann]. (I will put the title up in a
second; you do not have to remember that.) In here there is a chapter about: why we coach. And so, I pretty much
knew, but when the athletic director said, “So, why don’t you take a pen, and put it on a piece of paper, and see if you
can write down why you coach.”
So, let’s take 60 seconds. I coach because…, and see if you can come up with something. I am big on the use of
words, and you are too without really maybe even considering it. When you tell a kid to do something, you do not
just say: put your hand in the water. You are specific:
You want to put your hand in the water with your finger-tips a little bit lower than your wrist, a little bit lower than your
elbow, a little bit lower than your armpit; and you want those fingers, as Eddie Reese says, to go in the water directly
in front of your shoulder, pointing in the direction at which you wish to go—not like this and not like this.
So, the more specific you can be about your thoughts and express them with words, the easier it is to understand.
So Joe Ehrmann talks about the difference between transactional coaching and transformational coaching.
Transaction coaching is the Xs and the Os. The sets: 10×100 on 1:30. Looking at Jay over here; he likes to do them
in groups of three: three of this on a certain interval and then three of this and working that. Those are the things.
And I need to have six kids get to Sectionals, and I need three kids to get to Junior Nationals, and We need 75
people in our workout group to make enough money. Those are transactional types of things.
Transformational, a lot of you are transformational coaches. You are interested in what is happening to the person
as a whole: what kind of person are you developing, using Swimming as a vehicle for that. Those are not mutuallyexclusive: you can do both. But it is important to know which you are doing, when you are doing it.
I also recommend highly this book by Don and Ron Heidary: Developing High-Character Athletes and HighCharacter Teams. This is available outside there and online [from ASCA]; this book is fabulous. These two books
might be of interest to you as you ponder coaching—in case you are curious.
Ehrmann also says: what would happen if we asked our athletes, past and present—but primarily past—what they
thought of our coaching experience. Because we might think we are doing x, but we are actually delivering y. It is
kind of like an exit interview.
I have a small business that I have and I have employees. When they come to me and say Here’s my two week
notice, I go, “Hmm, why are you leaving?” And they say for x, y and z reasons. So, what I have learned, now—
because it is much easier to retain an employee than go find a new one—regularly I say “If any of you are not happy
with what’s going on, put your hand up, come see me. You need more money? You need more time-off? You need
more hours? You need this to improve the work place?” Because if I know that ahead of time, I am doing a better
job and I am positioning myself for more success with my company.
So grade us a coach on a scale of 1 to 10:
How positive was the experience and how negative?
What did I learn?
What did I learn that I wish I had not? and
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What did I wish I had learned?
What were my development needs at that age, and how are they addressed? If at all.
How did that coach make me feel about myself? I have been in a lot of conversations this week, I have been
in a lot of presentations, where people are talking about connecting, personally, with the athlete.
Did the coach mold or shape my character in a positive or negative way?
How did the coach treat my teammates? Did everybody get a fair shake or did the coach treat the faster kids
as if they were better kids. Be careful about that: better is not faster; some of your best swimmers are not
your fastest swimmers.
Was there a consistent moral or ethical dimension to the coaching? The Heidary’s not only hit this nail right
on the head, they talk about the value of that.
How do I feel about that coach now that I am an adult?
For fun, this is me: I coach because I believe it is every person’s responsibility to enrich their community, and
coaching Swimming is my personal vehicle to do that. Secondarily, when I show someone how to do something they
have not done before, I have helped that person to be more self-reliant. I believe self-reliance is an integral part of a
successful person’s list of skills, and I am interested in people’s success.
Just think about that.
I did not have the ability to write that down when Anthony Thomas, our athletic director, said, “Why do you coach?” It
took me about three weeks to actually get rid of some of the fluff, and boil it down to the basics, what worked for me.
As Ira said, back in the 70s, I made some discoveries that greatly influenced the way that I coached, and how
effective I was and ultimately how fast people go—or that were on our team swam. There is like the aha moment,
you know. Going back to funny quotes, Yogi Berra: It’s like déjà-vu all over.
Goetz Klopfer impacted my coaching in 1970. He was an Olympic and Pan-American race walker. Happened to be
working as a T.A., teacher’s assistant, at San Rafael High School where our swim team was. And he would hangout at the pool after his workout, and, you know, we struck-up a friendship. I was expressing to him my frustration
about the lack of progress. And he said, “Well, have you ever… do you know about cycling?” And I said, “What like
Cycling, on a bicycle?” No, he said, “No, like cycle training.”
He opened my eyes to what was very prevalent in the world of Track & Field, which was the concept of: easy and
hard. Through that I learnt a whole bunch of stuff, and made some changes, incorporated that information into my
coaching. And voilà, the rest is history—as they say. (Some pretty-good history there.)
I have got to tell you that in the last couple of years, 3-4 years, I find myself stuck in the same spot. Ken and I came
back from the NCSA meet in Orlando a couple of years ago, and we said, “Our kids are getting faster, but the whole
country is getting even faster.” So while our kids are getting best times and we have got some people swimming in
finals at night, I feel, and so does Ken to a certain extent, that we are getting left-behind; it is like we are not fast
enough. We like competitive swimming—there is a real part to us that likes that—and we like it when kids go fast.
So I have been thinking a lot lately about how to overcome that.
And another person, Theresa Kamler, who is my massage therapist/my body worker—she is like really my total
therapist, I go in, sit down, and give her all my stories. She said, “You might want to check out this book: The Rise of
Superman.” And so, I would like to talk about the what: what are we really doing as coaches?
The Rise of Superman: Decoding the Science of Ultimate Human Performance by Steve Kotler. (If you heard Kirk
Grand speak yesterday, that guy is right in the middle of all of this.) There is a difference, right? Optimal human
performance: being your best. That is what we all want, right: we all want to be at our best. And then there is
ultimate human performance; it is difference from optimal. Ultimate human performance: being at your best when
any mistake could kill you.
Doug Ingram the other night talked to us about his climb of Mount Everest. Not the whole way, but in parts, ultimate
human performance. In certain places in that climb, if he was not at his best, he could have killed himself: walking
across those ladders, thousands of feet of emptiness beneath him. And he told us how he practiced it, right? Put
together the ladders in his backyard, and practiced and practiced and practiced.
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But most of us really want to be at our best when it counts the most. How do we… when we get on the blocks at the
national championships, state championships, Age Group championships, league final—whatever it is when it
counts the most—how many of us really do not care? Pretty much everybody in that situation cares: they want to be
at their best.
Our understanding of how that happens, as illustrated nicely in this book—which I have read twice and still do not
have a real grip on. The role of action- and adventure-sports, and the growth of our knowledge about how to be at
our best, is unparalleled. Skateboarding, big-wave surfing. Big-wave surfing: 60-, 70-, 100-footers. Skiers, extreme
skiers; people in the X Games.
It used to be a big deal. Right? We all… how many people here used to line-up, if you are old-enough, on the
television and watch Evil Knievel jump-over, you know, 20 school buses. Well, now people jump over those things,
and they do back flips, and they let go of the bicycle in mid-air and somehow land on the bicycle again, and they do
flips… it is just insane.
So, the explosions in those kinds of sport activities have led to people wondering: Why? How could that person do
that? How do we learn to be optimal, and in an ultimate situation, not make a mistake that would kill us? Most
competitive swimmers are not in a position to have to have ultimate human performance.
They talk… this book is about flow. Flow is a term that was developed by a guy—whose name who I cannot
pronounce—in 1970/’71. Basically flow describes being so involved in an activity that nothing else seems to matter;
ego falls away, time flies, every action moment and thought follows inevitably from the previous one. You could say
being in the zone. But flow is distinguished a little bit more than the zone. And so basically what you do is you work
at your game in practice, and then in the game or a race, whatever, climbing Mount Everest, you become fully
present and you are in the state of flow. And when you are in the state of flow, you are able to access much-more of
what is available to you.
That is an example of flow.
There are three basic properties of flow: profound mental clarity, emotional detachment and automatic nature. One
right decision leads to the next. Those are the three basic properties of flow. Conditions for flow: you need to have
clear goals, you have to have immediate feedback, and then you have to have a proper challenge-to-skill ratio. As
Kotler says, the one element that truly sets flow apart is the creative problem-solving nature of the state. Because
flow requires action, there is a decision-making involved at every step; other states of consciousness do not have
this.
(I am going quickly, but we can come back to this.)
EEG: our ability to measure the brain waves. Again, Kirk Grand talked about this yesterday. The electrical responses
that are involved in the decision-making. There are five basic brain-waves. (You do not need to write this down: the
information is available.) The Beta one is interesting: learning and concentration on the low end, fear and stress at
the high end. But we can measure this; this is what is so incredible about this: we can actually measure people and
see. I do not know how they measure it; believe me, I have no idea about that. I just know that they can do that, and
that when people are in flow, they are in that beta.
The two defining characteristics of flow: it feels good, it is always a positive experience; and flow functions as a
performance enhancer. Why? Well, there are neurochemicals that your body releases. They are used by the brain
to transmit messages from one part of the brain to the next to cause you to be able to do certain things. And again,
the science of this is a little bit like ugh, makes my head hurt—no pun intended. But it is important to know that:
Dopamine is released into our system, and we experience that as: encouragement, excitement, creativity,
desire to investigate.
And then norepinephrine (I have a hard time pronouncing that); look at what it does to your body. In the body:
the heart rate goes up, muscle tension improves, respiration, and glucose is released. That is a pretty
powerful thing. And in the brain it: increases arousal, attention, neural efficiency and emotional control.
Endorphins, you all know about that—that is pretty straightforward. What I did not realize, I thought
endorphins… because I used to do a bit of running, and I thought, you know, people talk about, you know, get
on the runner’s high, feel the endorphins. Well endorphins, actually relieve pain; it is a natural opiate.
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Then anandamide: it shows up in exercise-induced flow state. It elevates mood and relieves pain, dilates
blood vessels and bronchial tubes. It also inhibits our ability to feel fear.
And then serotonin helps cope with: adversity, to not lose, to keep going.
These things happen when you are in a state of flow. Why would you not want to have these things flooding
your body when you are at the moment where you are trying to do your best when it counts the most. Well of
course you would want those.
What are the conditions for flow? How do we get ourselves in the spot for flow? Well, there are four that have
been identified, and he kind of groups them into: external, internal, social, and creative triggers.
Look at the external ones: danger. Look at Danny Way standing on top of that ramp, looking down; there is
plenty of danger there. Standing up on that block, all by myself, that ribbon of water going all the way down to
the end, and I got these people here and these people here; that is a dangerous situation.
Risk drives focus; so, the first step to flow, right: having focus. As risk increases, so does the dopamine (that
other substance that I have a hard time pronouncing), which the brain uses to amplifier focus and enhance
performance. So, first and foremost, if you are going to get into flow, you must be able to tolerate, and actually
enjoy, risk. You have to be willing to do that, otherwise these other things do not take place.
An external trigger is rich environment. Novelty: something I have not ever done before, or maybe something
that no one has ever done before. Novelty, we know, is a singular driving-force for development. The
unpredictability and the complexity of something. Deep embodiment, full-body awareness. Those are the
external triggers.
The internal triggers. Clear goals that define immediate success. You saw that practice run that Danny Way
did: he neglected to hold-on to the skateboard. Oftentimes we focus on the goal, and we forget the clear part.
Immediate feedback, those are internal triggers. How am I doing? Or as a team, how are we doing? And the
challenge-to-skill ratio: if the challenge is too great, fear swamps the system; if the challenge is too easy, we
stop paying attention.
A fair amount of discussion in this book, The Rise of Superman, is… we are not going to be—well, I am not
going to speak for you, but—I am not going to be jumping the Great Wall of China anytime soon. I would love,
and this is true, I would love to learn to skateboard; it looks like a cool thing. I am not talking about jumping; I
just see kids powering-around town on these skateboards and they are going five-times the speed of me
walking. And I thought: That’d be really cool to do that. But, I am not willing to fall and break my bones, and
have to go through that whole thing at age 68. So I just think about it.
But how do we take this concept, what we saw Danny Way do, the big waves, the guys in kayaks… you know,
the World Record right now, I think, is a 112 feet, taking a kayak off a waterfall, landing at 70 miles an hour
and living. How do we take that? Ultimate, right? When a mistake could kill you? And transform that into, or
transpose that into, what we are looking for, which is optimal human performance.
Today, when this book was written, published in 2014, 4% is generally believed to be the amount of
improvement that is enough to stimulate us, but not so far gone that nah, I could never do that. Next year, it
might be 3%, or it might be 5%; but right now it is 4%. I do not know what that… all I care about is: how can I
get my swimmers to swim faster. Right? That is where this started: how can I get them to swim faster?
I asked my bookkeeper, because she is really good at this and it only took her about ten minutes—I would still
be working on it. I arbitrarily picked 2:30, and I said, “At one second intervals, all the way down to 19
seconds, tell me what 4% faster is?” Look at that top on there: 1:46. You go 1:46 for your 200-whatever; a 4%
improvement is 4.24 seconds, taking it down to 1:41.7. Look at the 55 over there: 4% is 2.2 seconds, down to
52.8.
You know what is uncanny about great coaches? Jon Urbanchek is one of those. When I was
working/teaching seminars on goal setting and risk taking and all of that stuff back in the late-70s into the mid80s, Jon had me come to Michigan and work with his team—I think two years. I remember the first year,
hanging-out with Jon between sessions of the workshop. He said, we were talking about goal setting, “You
know, I tell my guys that if they go to the biggest meet, and all the marbles are on the line, if they’re not
thinking about going faster one second per 50 in their swim, then they’re not thinking right.”
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So I had my bookkeeper put this chart together, and the guy who is going 1:46, four-second improvement,
that is about one second a 50. Jon intuitively knew that that is possible, it is available. You know, the 55second 100 drops 2.2 seconds. Uncanny 4%.
Yes?
[audience member]: I am not sure if I understood, are you suggesting that we need to set some goal statuses
at approximately 4% increase to create perceived risk and create flow, or that when you have flow at best we
will probably have approximately 4% increase?
[Swartz]: Um, the question was: which comes first, the chicken or the egg? And the answer to that, from my
standpoint, is: I do not know. I mean, I am six months ahead of you, if you have not picked this book up. I will
tell you what I have done to promote flow in our practices; this is where I am in the experimentation process.
I have the kids, we have done 3-, 5-, 7- and 10-minute swims. I turn the clock off, so they do not get
distracted by trying to see. You know, I do not want them focusing-on the external; I want them internally. So I
say, “I’m going to have you swim for five minutes, and all I want you to do is breathe below the surface of the
water.” Right? Dave Durden calls it hiding the breath. Get your head down, and breathe right here. I have got
kids who do that, if you stood at the side of the pool, you would not be able to see their mouth or their nose,
you would only be able to see uphill goggle. It is just like this.
I say to them: so, during this swim—five minutes, whatever it is, and I blow the whistle at the end: that is how
we know we are done. I say when your mind wanders; because none of us can keep singularly-focused for
five minutes until we get really good at practicing and being able to do that. But once we get there, as soon
as we find our mind wandering—through the parking lot, and what we are going to have for dinner, and you
know, homework I have got to do, and my test tomorrow; oops. My mind is wandering. Come back, keep
coming back, because we are working at getting in the flow and that means being totally present.
You have to be totally present, if you are going to be in the flow. As soon as you wander…. I do not know the
answer to this, but I am guessing when Danny Way tried that first jump, I guess he was thinking about the
consequences, and I wonder if and, you know. As a result, he did the thing that was you would never think of
doing, which is letting go of the board. Whoa, you know.
The other thing that we do: we do a set… let’s say, we are going to go 3×7-minute swims. So for seven
minutes, all I want you to do is think about this. They are just swimming easy and deliberately; there is a lot of
value in that, as we know/we have heard this week. They are just working on taking that breathe right there in
that little spot.
I blow the whistle, say, “Okay, now we are going to go seven minutes again. We are going to work on the
exhale part of our breath; that’s all we are going to do. All I want you to do is make sure that you have fully
exhaled before you turn your head to the side to breathe. You know, minus about 3% or 4% of the water, so
the water doesn’t run into your mouth.” And so then we do that. And I can visually see them working on a skill.
And then we might say we will do the next seven minutes, and we will pick something else. Put your hands in
the water exactly where you want them; you can swim backstroke, you can swim butterfly. You know, you can
put a lap of fly in there. On breaststroke, put your hands exactly where you want them.
Dave’s [Krotiak] great footage of Kevin Cordes, right. You do not swim breaststroke like this, because when
you pull your elbows back…. What is attached to your elbows? Your hands. When your hands go backwards,
your body cannot go forward. So we have our breaststrokers do that, and they are just swimming very
purposefully.
The other thing that I did, using this chart. I take this, I laminated it—I got about a dozen of them. Go down to
Kinko’s, laminate it, throw it out on the deck. I want you to kick… we did this set in the Spring. We did 3×150
kicking. Because everybody on our team can kick in 2:30, or better, for 6 laps of the pool. And I said, “I want
you to go 70%. Be honest now: 70%. You have to get the time when you come in.” Those two things: kick
70% and get the time.
So they come in and they get the time. I said, “Now, look at the chart, look at the time: see what you have to…
see how much you have to improve to go 4% faster.” Now, the key is when you are going 4% faster, not to
think about the time, right. [Instead] Think about what you need to do to get the time. Relax our ankles,
perhaps—I do not know what. There is any number of things you can tell them. Better dolphin kicks off the
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wall, if they are doing dolphin kicks on their back.
Then they come in, they get their time, and they are really curious. They look at the chart and they say Oh,
yeah, I did it. And then we go one more, 4% faster than that. And again, focus on what you need to do to go
4% faster.
Then we did the same thing 3×150 swimming. Started 70%, get your time, etcetera. Then we did three more
kicking with fins, and they liked that because they go faster. By the time they got to that third one, they are
going pretty-damn fast. And then we did swimming.
I will tell you: there was not any chattering between the repeats. They are all like processing, thinking about,
okay, I got my time. I’ve got to get 4% faster; what’s that? How am I going to do that? You know. And then
they came in, and some of them said I got it or I missed by a little bit or I overshot a little bit.
I have tried it with four rounds: they cannot do it. There does not seem to be… if they started at an honest 70,
then they do not… that fourth round, they cannot grab another 4%. They are just struggling to do what they
did on the third round. I have done swims where we started and we do just two swims. And we do one and
we started at 85%; and then we go from there and see if we can go 4% faster.
So it is a way, it is my personal initial attempt, to take what the science tells us and see if we can put it to
work.
There are social triggers to flow, and groups have flow. This is about things that they have identified—they:
the scientist and the people who contribute to the information that we spoke of—identified as things that work
for group flow. There are ten of them there. [On slide are: serious concentration, shared clear goals, good
communication, equal participation, element of risk, familiarity, blending of egos, sense of control, close
listening and always say yes.] Creative triggers: creativity. Creativity is a big part of flow. They define
creativity as: the process of developing original ideas that have value. That is what we are doing as coaches:
we are working to develop original ideas that have value.
Every person in this room has probably been, if you think-back and reflect on it, have had moments in your
coaching where you are in flow. You are giving instructions for a set, and the kids are looking at you and they
are not distracted, and you do not even think about what you are having for dinner and how much time. You
just give this, and then off they go. And they swim and they come back, and you say, “That was really good.
Now, on this one, let’s do” this. And you are just like… you are in flow.
I try to hit flow every day. I do not get it every day—I do not get it. Sometimes I fall off my skateboard. There is
a cycle to flow: there is the struggle, which gives-way to the release; which gives you flow, and then you are
into recovery. That [recovery] is the aftermath of your success; that is not always fun.
The book Mindset has been mentioned in several presentations this week. The fixed mindset is the one that
says: you are limited in your ability to swim fast by your talent or your gene pool. And the growth mindset is
the one that says: actually, talent doesn’t matter. You have got some people in your pool who have fabulous
feel for the water, and they have no interest in going fast. None whatsoever. And you have got some kids in
the pool who are like hackers, and they are some of your faster swimmers. There is nothing in the scientific
literature, there is nothing in the scientific literature that I have read or been told about that suggests that
talent is important ultimately. Does it make it a little bit easier? Yeah. Is it the cornerstone? No.
You know this, about intrinsic motivation, right. People need to feel they have autonomy, mastery and
purpose. You have those three things, kids will go anywhere. Let the kids determine how fast they want to
swim; that is… you know, they need to have the autonomy. We say—as I have heard people say here in this
conference—the kids own their swimming; we are facilitators.
Visualization, of course, is an essential flow hack, because it shortens the struggle period. If you spend time
visualizing, and the scientific literature is full of the proof—if you are a person who needs proof, and it is good
to get proof—that when you visualize a certain motion taking place or a certain activity taking place, that it
burns memory into the brain. The scientist that measure the wavelengths and measure the dopamine, and all
those chemicals that are released, when you are in a visualization mode and you do that all, those things
dump into your system as if it is real.
Let us talk for a minute about the dark side of flow. As the author points out in The Rise of Superman, in
2012, the fatalities that occurred in action- and adventure-sports were up dramatically from any year previous
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to that. Base jumping—flying in those winged suits that Dave Salo was talking about—people actually get
killed doing that. In 2013, as the book was being written and they were compiling the statistics, the number of
fatalities was far outpacing 2012.
It is because all of this stuff is available, and you have got kids sitting around at home thinking I can do that.
YouTube is full of people doing stupid stuff, right. The movie Jackass. You know, let’s see how crazy we can
be… what are we going to kill ourselves; well, yeah, actually you can. The difference is optimal human
performance being your best; and ultimate when if you are not, if you make a mistake, you could end up
killing yourself. So you want to be careful about that.
I have two things to share with you before I say goodbye; we are almost out of time and you have questions,
perhaps. Two things happened on our swim team in the last two weeks that were examples of flow.
Eight days ago, on Friday night, the fourth day of our practice, kids had been out of the water for three weeks
—they had been in the weight room for two weeks, but they had been out of water for three weeks. One of the
girls on our team, Arianna, on the last swim of the day, which was a 300; at the end of the workout, we did a
100 on 1:30, a 200 on 3:00, and then 300 that was not on anything because there was nothing coming after
it.
I said, “Put your fins and paddles on”; so they had their little Honda outboard, right, and big hands. And I said,
“Why don’t you see how fast you can go. Let’s see where we are, end of week one; just for fun.” One of the
boys says, So does that mean you want us to go fast on all of them? Look at the big brain on Peter…. I said,
“Yeah. Let’s just see. Don’t save anything, let’s just go.”
So off they went, and they were… you know, the boys were down in the low-50s and some of the girls were in
the mid-50s; you know, people were going, it was like there was just big pool of energy. And they were [heavy
breaths], a sip of water. 200, you know, bunch of 1:50s and a couple of girls under two minutes.
And then in the minute between the end of that 200 and the start of 300, this girl Arianna, who is going
second behind Ava. I did not hear the interaction, but I saw it. She ducked under the lane and went into the
next lane, and had the boy who was leading that lane going to this lane and get behind Eva. And off they
went. She put her foot down, right from the beginning, and, to my visual ability, never took her foot off. Went
56, 58, 58; went 2:52 on a 300. Now fins and paddles. I have never seen anything like that from her; never.
So as practice was over and she was walking out, I said, “That was pretty impressive. Where did that come
from?” And she said, “It came from a place deep, deep inside.” And I said I wanted to share that with the folks
here in Jacksonville; is it okay if I do that. And she said sure. I said, “I’m going to guess that while you were
exerting yourself, that you weren’t aware of any specific pain.”
In fact, when she hit the wall and finished, there was no huh, huh, huh; you know, none of that—like look at
me, look at what I did. You know, it was just like [smooth exhalation]. She said, “Absolutely, I didn’t feel a
thing; I just went.” And I said, “Why?” She said, “I guessed I just wanted to go fast.” It is not that complicated,
when you strip away all the other stuff.
The other thing that happened: Kim Chambers is on our Masters team. Kim Chambers is amazing woman;
she is 35 years-old. She started swimming… she knew how to swim… she is a Kiwi—she grew up in New
Zealand—and she knew how to swim when she… you know, they all were taught how to swim in school,
whatever, when she was a kid. But she had not done any swimming, per se, until five years ago. So she
started swimming in our Masters program five years ago, and got the bug about Open Water.
The Ocean Seven is patterned-off of the Seven Summits, where you go out and you climb the highest
mountain on every continent. The Ocean Seven, they, the people that do this stuff and enjoy it, picked seven
channels:
the Molokai Channel;
the English Channel;
the Strait of Gibraltar;
the Cooks Strait, between the two islands of New Zealand;
the Tsugaru Strait, which is between the tip of the northern-most part of Japan to the next island [between
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Honshu and Hokkaido];
I am forgetting one [the Catalina Channel], and
the last one was the North Channel, which is between Ireland and Scotland.
She saved that one for last, because it is considered, if not the most difficult, certainly one of them. The water
temperature is 55°, it is 21 miles across, there are very-strong currents, and occasionally jellyfish. And the rule of the
Ocean Seven is as you start on land, you go in and you have to finish on land.
Kim on the second/third—I cannot remember which day—of September, this last week, became the sixth person in
the world to do this—it is a very select group of people. This is a woman who has no talent in swimming—trust me.
She would be your least-talented swimmer if you had them in the pool. She decided, for whatever reason and very
personal, and you will hear her story somewhere, on YouTube or TED talks, one of these days. She is totally a flow
master.
“Due to being stung hundreds of times by lion’s mane jellyfish throughout my entire journey, the last hour of my
swim was the most difficult and challenging hour of my life. As my body desperately tried to fight the toxins from the
jellyfish stings, my energy was diverted and I became hypothermic. Thanks to the support of my crew, I was able to
complete my swim, but admitted to a local hospital shortly thereafter suffering jellyfish toxicity which affected my
breathing.”
One of the people on her boat said, and he is one of the six guys who is an Ocean Seven champion, said the last
hour-and-a-half she was delirious; she was vomiting. She got a 100 yards from shore, and was pretty sure she was
not going to make it. But she would not think of the boat; you know, I’m doing this thing. There is an amazing amount
of capacity within us.
Footnote to this: Kim came home four days ago, and she is in the hospital again. She has still got complications with
her breathing; it looks like pneumonia, they are not sure. It appears that she will live. She is dancing on the dark
side. Before she left I said, “Kim, you’ve got to make sure you come back.” She said, “I know.” But it is such a
powerful experience.
Arianna for two minutes and fifty-two seconds; Kim for thirteen hours and six minutes. Flow is a powerful thing. I
believe that once I get—not if—once I get a better grasp of it and how to get our kids in it, you will see more of our
kids swimming in front. I think it is that important. I think it can have the kind of impact on my coaching and on the
people that swim with me, that the cycle training had 40 years ago. The talk by Kirk Grand the other day was
captivating. The science is there, the understanding is there. And then you are going to get people every now and
then, like Jon Urbanchek, who have already figured it out, way ahead of time.
Anyway, thank you very much. The ASCA experience is fabulous; hats off to John and his whole crew for making
this whole experience possible over the decades. We are in a fabulous profession. You should feel really good
about what you are doing because it is important work, and we are impacting lives.
Question?
[audience member]: Do you have any suggestions of how to get the average kid in to flow?
[Swartz]: How to get the average kid in flow? The answer to that question is: I do not have any suggestions right
now. But I do know that the more you can have them swim in the present, right. A simple 3:00 swim; you have got a
young kid, have them swim for three minutes and see if he can just do a simple repetitive task for three minutes. I
think you talk about it; you let him know that it is there, that it is available. You show them Danny Way.
We had one of our girls on our team at a development meet this summer, came up to me before her 100 free long
course swim. She says, “I’m going to Danny Way this one.” And she laid one out there.
I think we are just starting to understand this stuff. And some day, someone is going to come up with the ten
exercises. Like Teri had ten keys to success, someone is going to come up with the ten things you can do to teach
people how to get into flow. But we are not there yet,
Yes?
[audience member]: I would suggest that, with working with a lot of Age Group kids, that, as far as flow is in the
question, there is a big different when you are starting out with young kids. If you want them to swim a 500, if you go
“Swim a 500”, they go oh my god. But if you say “Swim seven minutes”, they take off.
[Swartz]: Right. Make the task something they can wrap their arms around, perhaps.
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[audience member]: Change the focus.
[Swartz]: Change the focal point. There is no question that flow happens when you are focused and you are in the
present—totally in the present.
Thank you. Have a great end of the conference.
END
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Want to Raise Inspired Kids?
Bill Murphy,
Want to Raise Inspired Kids? A Navy SEAL Commander Says Teach
Them These 10 Things

Rule No. 1: Make your bed, so you’ll start the day
with a consistent accomplishment.
A few years ago, a retired Navy SEAL commander named Bill McRaven
gave a graduation speech at the University of Texas. His words went
viral, starting with his advice that no matter what you do, if you want to
be successful, you should make your bed in the morning.
McRaven, who had been in charge of the mission to get Osama bin
Laden in 2011, has since become the chancellor of the University of Texas System, and he’s also now a
best-selling author, as his book Make Your Bed topped the New York Times bestseller list.
Lauded as “a book to inspire your children and grandchildren to become everything that they can,” by
the Wall Street Journal, McRaven’s book is a short, easy read–just 144 pages–and highly motivating.
Here are his 10 key pieces of advice.

1. Start your day with a task completed.
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If you want to be successful in life, start by making your bed every day.
McRaven talks about how in the grueling six-month Navy SEAL training, he made his thin bed
according to his instructors’ meticulous standards, and how the habit sustained him for four decades.
He also talks about seeing Saddam Hussein after he’d been captured by American forces in Iraq in
2003–and noticing that he never bothered to make the Army cot in his cell.
“Sometimes the simple act of making your bed can give the lift you need to start your day and provide
you the satisfaction to end it right,” McRaven says.

2. You can’t go it alone.

Every leadership book out there includes this advice, but McRaven has some of the best anecdotes
supporting it. He talks about SEAL training again, focusing on how small teams of wanna-be SEALs
were required to work together and haul a heavy rubber boat with them wherever they went.
But years after training, when McRaven was a high-ranking commander and was badly injured in a
parachuting accident, he learned what this really meant, crediting all of the people who forced him to
believe in himself, to recover, and to save his own career–starting with his wife and including the friends
who visited him and the senior admiral who helped him navigate the Navy bureaucracy.
“You cannot paddle alone. Find someone to share your life with. Make as many friends as possible,
and never forget that your success depends on others,” McRaven writes.

3. Only the size of your heart matters.

I’m barely 5-foot-7, so I love this advice: It’s more about the size of the fight in the dog than the size of
the dog in the fight.
In his speech at Texas, McRaven talked about his respect for a very tough crew of SEAL trainees, the
tallest of whom was only 5-foot-5. In Make Your Bed, he talks about meeting one of the most decorated
SEALs from Vietnam–a diminutive man who was a Medal of Honor recipient and who had gone behind
enemy lines many times to save downed airmen.
Before McRaven knew who the man was, he’d dismissed him in his mind because of his small size.
That, he says, was a mistake: “It’s not the size of your flippers that count, just the size of your heart.”

4. Life’s not fair. Drive on!

Often, during SEAL training in San Diego, McRaven writes, the instructors would punish students for
small infractions, or even no infraction, by requiring them to run fully clothed into the Pacific Ocean,
then roll around in the sand until they looked like a “sugar cookie.” As a result, they’d face a very
uncomfortable day, cold, wet, and sandy.
“Do you have any idea why you are a sugar cookie this morning?” an instructor who’d punished
McRaven asked him once. “Because…life isn’t fair, and the sooner you learn that, the better off you will
be.”
As McRaven writes, sometimes life just sucks through no fault of your own. The most successful
among us accept it–and drive forward anyway.

5. Failure can make you stronger.
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This is another one of those pieces of advice that you hear from many leadership experts, but it just has
a little more oomph coming from McRaven.
He talks about how failure literally made him stronger during SEAL training, when, as a result of
coming in last on a distance swim exercise, he and another SEAL were punished with an extra two
hours of physical training each day.
The punishment was known as the “circus,” and it was no fun. But a funny thing happened, McRaven
writes: While the circus could have broken them, it made him and his fellow SEAL trainee stronger.
Eventually, they were the best swimmers in their class.

6. You must dare greatly.

SEAL training included a daunting obstacle course, and McRaven talks about how he had to be willing
to dive down a 200-foot “slide for life” headfirst to have any chance of finishing it in time. It was risky,
and scary–but effective.
He also talks about one instance in which this same willingness to dare greatly led him to authorize an
incredibly risky helicopter rescue of prisoners in Iraq. The mission was successful–but being willing to
take risks means knowing you’ll likely fail at least sometimes.
“Life is a struggle and the potential for failure is ever present,” McRaven writes, “but those who live in
fear of failure, or hardship, or embarrassment, will never achieve their potential. Without pushing your
limits, without occasionally sliding down the rope headfirst, without daring greatly, you will never know
what is truly possible in your life.”

7. Stand up to the bullies.

McRaven talks about being scared of sharks during SEAL training–quite understandably, since the
waters off San Diego, where they swam for hours each day, were full of them. Facing the sharks was
just one price of becoming a SEAL.
He also talks about another experience later in his career, again after the United States had captured
Saddam Hussein in Iraq. Even as a deposed despot and prisoner, Hussein managed to intimidate the
Iraqi leaders who came to see him. So, McRaven ordered him isolated and humbled, so that when the
Iraqi leaders met him again, they wouldn’t be afraid.
“In life, to achieve your goals, to compete the night swim, you will have to be men and women of great
courage. That courage is within all of us. Dig deep, and you will find it in abundance,” McRaven writes.

8. Rise to the occasion.

Among other missions, Navy SEALs conduct underwater attacks against enemy ships. That requires
swimming several miles underwater, “using nothing but a depth gauge and a compass to get to their
target,” McRaven writes.
It’s scary as heck. But the true moments of rising to the occasion, McRaven writes, came later–when he
was commanding soldiers and SEALs and had to watch men react to the deaths of some of their
comrades in arms.
“At some point, we will all confront a dark moment in life. If not the passing of a loved one, then
something else that crushes your spirit and leaves you wondering about your future. In that dark
moment, reach deep inside yourself and be your very best,” McRaven writes.
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9. Give people hope.

McRaven talks about a SEAL training exercise in the freezing mud that pushed him and his classmates
to the limits. Their instructors promised that if five students would quit, the rest of their class would be
allowed to sit by a fire and warm up. Instead of quitting, he said, the students started singing, and thus
inspiring each other to endure.
Many years later, McRaven recounts losing soldiers in combat–and seeing the example of a Marine
general named John Kelly as he met with families of the fallen. The general’s rapport with families
came from his own tragedy, as his son had been killed in Afghanistan.
“Without ever knowing it, John Kelly gave all those around him hope,” McRaven writes. “Hope that in
the very worst of times we could rise above the pain, the disappointment, the agony, and be strong….
Hope is the most powerful force in the universe.”

10. Never, ever quit!

Students in SEAL training can quit at any time–in McRaven’s class, 150 students began with him, and
only 33 graduated. Symbolically, students who quit are required to go to the center of the training
compound and ring a brass bell three times.
On the first day of training, an instructor told McRaven and his classmates that his goal was to push
them to ring that bell, but also told them: “If you quit, you will regret it for the rest of your life. Quitting
never makes anything easier.”
McRaven focuses on one time in particular when that lesson really became clear to him, when a 19year-old Army Ranger under his command was wounded in combat and lost both of his legs. A year
later, the soldier was still on active duty, never quitting, his prosthetic legs hidden by his uniform
trousers.
“Life is full of difficult times,” McRaven writes. “But someone out there always has it worse than you
do…. Never, ever, ring the bell!”
END
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“Practice Makes Permanent”
(reference the Myelin Sheath – Editor)
2016 World Clinic Yearbook – Coach Michael Brooks, North Carolina Aquatic Club
“I think there are two things that swimming coaches do for human beings…the first is to teach them to
swim better and faster. The second and more important, is helping their parents raise Great Human
Beings. Coach Heidary calls it “Character Coaching”. As we get older, that is the thing that keeps
coaches coming to the pool.”
2016 World Clinic Yearbook – Coach John Leonard
“the problem is, and this is what concerns us as coaches, is that the performance used to be on the
athlete. That’s the OWNERSHIP of the performance. And now, its shifting to the “so-called expert”.
Parents bring in those outside of coaching who they think are expert in some area that the parent cares
about….what’s wrong with that? It takes the ownership OFF the athlete, where it belongs.”
2016 World Clinic Yearbook – Coach Kathleen Prindle
“there are two points I really want to share; First, I think we need Research. If we can follow science
and apply It to our sport, that will be very good. Second is, I grew up a dreamer and I believe you have
to be dreamer for great things to happen.”
2016 World Clinic Yearbook – Coach Peter Andrew
“There was a coach out in California, his name was George Haines. How many of you have heard of
George Haines? He ignited my dreams like no one else. Lots of people ignite your dreams, but a
special coach like George, he ignites dreams for huge numbers of swimmers. That’s really important in
our lives.”
2016 World Clinic Yearbook – Coach Mike Bottom
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Three Peak Backstroke
by Coach Ernest Maglischo, ASCA 2015 World Clinic
[introduction by Don Heidary] Our next speaker is truly a legend in the sport of Swimming, with a 35year career in coaching that spanned both college and club levels. He won a total of 13 Division II
National Championships and 19 conference championships. He was voted NCAA Division II Coach of
the Year multiple times. At Arizona State University his teams had top-3 finishes in five years during his
tenure there. He was voted Pac-10 Men’s Coach of the Year in 1995. He has authored or coauthored
five books and more than 50 papers on competitive swimming and original swimming research. His
latest books, Swimming Fastest, has been translated into 12 languages, has become the swimming
bible for countless coaches. He has lectured in nearly every state in the United States, and more than
20 countries. He has a PhD in Physical Education from Ohio State University. And I would conclude
with a personal note, my very first ASCA coaches clinic, several decades ago, was held at Arizona
State University and run by Dr. Ernie Maglischo. I still have my notes and will never forget the
knowledge or the experience. We are honored to have Dr. Ernie Maglischo with us today.
[Maglischo begins] Thanks for the introduction. Today, John Leonard asked me to talk about a threepeak backstroke, so I am going to show you some things. I just ask that you keep an open mind
because this is really different—you are going to think I am from another planet, I am sure.
There [on screen] is a three-peak backstroke. What I want you to notice (I have slowed it down here) is
how he sweeps up at the end with a straight arm. You see it there, with his right arm; there with his left.
That is a three-peak backstroke. We will look at it one more time. (I know it is going to be hard to see:
the picture is small, the room is large.) Now this is not some Age Group swimmer that I took a picture of
so I could have a talk. This is Martin López Zubero, former World Record holder, former NCAA
champion, former Olympic gold medalist in the backstrokes. One of the great backstrokers of all times,
and he is swimming in this very, very odd way that is quite different from anything that we teach.
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Now here are some pictures of Zubero here, and then this is a forward-velocity graph of his right and
left arm strokes. You can see, with both arm strokes, he has three peaks:
one when he sweeps his arm up, what we call the pull;
one when he presses down with it, what we usually call the push;
and then a third one and that is when he comes up with that straight arm at the end.
And you see he does the same with the other arm; not quite as pronounced. There is a first peak, there
is the second peak—it is not very pronounced—and then there is the third peak. So he has three peaks
in his backstroke, instead of the two that we typically teach—the pull and the push.
What I think he is doing is with that final upward sweep of his straight arm—with his arm fully extended
—he is pushing water back with the palm of his hand and, for a while, the underside of his forearm.
That is based on the perception that swimming proportion is drag-dominated; and that you are not
sculling, you are using your hands and arms like paddles. So I think that is what he is doing.
That results in a third peak in what we usually think of as the recovery. We usually think the stroke is
over at this point, and he is simply recovering his arm toward the surface. But I am going to show you
that, probably… and I have to do this with indirect evidence. I really apologize for that. I would love to
have direct evidence, but there is not much of it; there are very few of these patterns like these, these
velocity patterns, that are done on swimmers and so we just have to take what we can get.
Here again is Zubero and I want you to see this a little more carefully. This is the end of his push, or
what I call the down-sweep. He has already straightened his arm out and he is only about halfway
through the stroke. This is when he starts this final upwards sweep of his arm, and it usually results
in…. About at this point in the velocity cycle, here [on screen]. And I would say on the next one, he is
probably close to about this point, close to the peak. He might be a little bit before the peak propulsion
or a little bit after, but I think he is just a little bit before.
He is going to actually get a third propulsive phase of this stroke by pushing that straight arm up and
pushing the water back with his palm and the underside of his forearm. You can see here; you can see
his palm is flat. If he were recovering, it would be foolish for persons of that talent to be pushing his
palm up against the water. He would turn his hand on its side with his palm against his thigh, and he
would slip it up out of the water; but he is not doing that.
This is a stroke pattern that was done in a 1994 publication by Jane Cappaert and Brent Rushall where
they actually took videos of swimmers at the 1991 World Championships, and I believe at the 1994
Olympic Games, and they produced a book showing their stroke patterns and their velocity graphs and
their acceleration graphs. There is a lot of good data in that book. And here, this is just to show you the
raw data that they had, which is going to be difficult for you to follow.
But here is Zubero’s left hand. It entered the water, some place back here. He is sweeping it down to
his catch, right about here. Then he sweeps it up through here. Then he sweeps it down again, in what
we call the push. And this is where he straight takes at straight arm and he pushes it up against the
water. Now notice as he does this, that that arm is travelling backwards, as well as up, for a short time;
that is where you get the propulsion. Once that backward direction is out of the stroke, the propulsion is
over. It is a very short, but a very powerful, sweep of the hand that can give you a lot of speed.
Here is his right hand, and this is even more difficult to see. Essentially he puts his right hand in the
water, he goes back with it, he makes a catch very high with it, and then he presses down. For a short
time it is moving back, but then almost immediately it starts moving forward. He does not get much out
of that, but he apparently prefers doing that and then being able to sweep that straight arm up and
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slightly back (here) to trying to push this all the way down and back. That is why when you saw the two
graphs for him, on the one he had three distinct peaks and on the other the middle peak was not very
high. That is because he was not doing very much with his down sweep (here).
Now I called Zubero. (Is he in the room? Is Martin in the room? Okay.) I called him because I wanted to
know what he knew about his stroke. I first asked him to describe the stroke to me, and he described
the typical stroke. What do you concentrate on? I concentrate on making a very deep catch. I try to get
my hand down there really deep and then I want to come up over-the-top, and I want to really come
over-the-top strong, and push down. He never mentioned anything after that; never mentioned a thing.
Then I sent him some video—this video here—and asked him to comment on it. He was as surprised
as anybody else that he was swimming that way. We then tried to decide how did you learn this? Did
somebody teach you this? No, nobody ever… this is not the way they told me to swim at all. Did you do
anything unusual in training that might have developed this stroke? Well, I think he did something
unusual in training that might have developed the stroke, but I am going to save it for later—when you
will know more about this.
So here he is again. Here, it is hard to say when this final up-sweep finishes; whether it finishes here or
about here. I would say probably… you can probably still keep pushing water back to about here; once
you get to that point, you have got to recover. That is what he is doing here: he is recovering his arms.
This only goes for a short time. It is probably very close to the peak here. On the second picture here,
he is already past the peak and he is decelerating, and this hand is recovering toward the surface.
One of the things I want you to notice here is the overlap between the up-sweep of his right arm and the
catch of his left arm. That is a very important part of the stroke; it is the way to make it work: those two
overlap and that is important.
Alright, these are two other swimmers that Cappaert analyzed in 1991. On this side is Krisztina
Egerszegi and on this side is Jeff Rouse. I think you probably know those names, and you know how
great they were. At the time, with the program they were using, they did not know that these three
peaks existed. The program was set to automatically begin digitizing when say the right hand entered
the water, the left hand entered the water; and then stop digitizing when that hand left the water. And so
they got these curves that you can see.
In the curve that you see here, the solid lines, here, they all have three peaks; but the third peak looks
like it is part of the next arm stroke and it really is not. The third peak here is when his right hand
entered the water but her left hand was sweeping up, and vice versa. So if you look at this the way you
should look at it, here is the pull, here is the push and then here is the final up-sweep—which is not
very propulsive on that particular arm stroke. And then here is the pull—she makes the catch and does
the pull—here is the push, and then here is that final up-sweep which overlaps with the entry of the
other arm—and that is very propulsive. This is the position her hand was in when she was doing that;
you can see that same kind of positioning with the palm facing back, flat, hyper-extended.
Jeff Rouse, you see the same thing here with him. With Rouse you will see the same thing: there are
three peaks, but only on one of his arm strokes. Now here I believe this is his right arm and here is the
up-sweep or the pull, there is the push and then there is the third propulsive phase. Then you have his
left arm: there is the up, the down and then once again that sweep-up which gives him a small third
propulsive phase.
A lot of these swimmers have been using this for years, and most do not even know it. I first found out
about this in 1984. A bunch of us were doing video analysis of the 1984 US Olympic team, and one of
the members of that team was Jesse Vassallo in the 200 backstroke. I was really surprised when I
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watched Jesse swim because he seemed to be swimming with a straight arm. He put his hand in the
water, and as far as I could see from the deck, it looked like he was just using a straight arm right
through. But then when we filmed him we saw that he did not use a completely straight arm.
He would put his hand in the water, and then he would sweep it up for just a short period of time (right
there). And then he would push it down for just a short period of time (right there). And then he would
take his long sweep-up with a straight arm, just like you saw Zubero do; that is where he got almost the
entirety of his propulsion. (And this is done in propulsive force because that is the way we were doing it
then.) When I saw that, even though this is a two-peak stroke, I realized the possibility that you could
develop a three-peak stroke out of it, and sure enough some swimmers have.
Here are some elite backstroke swimmers. We do not have data on them, so I am doing a lot of
inductive reasoning here. But just by the position of their arm as they are sweeping it up and how soon
it is straight—how early it is straight—in the stroke, they appear to me to be using three-peak strokes,
they appear to me to be doing something similar to what Zubero was doing. And that is a who’s-who of
backstroke of course (you can see there).
Now probably because it was not taught, most of these swimmers have developed different ways of
doing the same thing. One of them is, as I have just showed you with Zubero and with Vassallo, is
actually using a straight arm. You know doing a slight up-sweep, a slight down-sweep, and then
pressing up with a straight arm until their arm reaches about the bottom of their thigh. That appears to
be the most powerful way, as you will see.
But a number of other swimmers, now, are just throwing-in what they call an inward scull; where they
make a longer up-sweep, they make a longer down-sweep—more like a traditional stroke—but when
they sweep-down, they finish with their arm deep and away from their side, and then they scull their
hand across and up toward the thigh. They are doing the same thing, but they are not doing it quite as
noticeably, with their forearm and the palm of their hand.
Here is Lea Mauer and she is doing that. She is putting her hand in a position (right here), where if we
had a velocity study of her, I think we would find that she was using a three-peak stroke. The third peak
probably would not be as big as you saw with Vassallo or you saw with Zubero, but it would still be
there. She would probably get more out of the front half of her stroke and a little less out of the rear
half.
And you would see something like this with her: a more pronounced up-sweep, a more pronounced
down-sweep, and this would be more… kind of like that: it would be very short and very powerful. It
would not look like this; the program made me do that. But in reality, this would kind of peak up very
quickly here and come down very quickly.
Here is Natalie Coughlin, who seems to be doing the same thing. If you look here (starting with picture
#4), she is finishing her down-sweep (right there). Her hand is out away from her side, and she appears
to be either recovering with it or sculling across the water with it. I think she is probably sculling across
the water with it. Then here she is (in 7, 8 and 9) doing the same thing with the other arm: she finishes
the down-sweep here, and sculls across and up to her hip. In each case, she overlaps these two
things: the upward sweep of her arm on the pulling side with the down-sweep on the catching side.
There is always that little bit of an overlap.
Here is a video of Natalie. (I will slow this down in a few seconds and you will be able to see it a little
more clearly.) Up-sweep, down-sweep, scull across; up, down, scull across. Again, I have to use
inductive reasoning here, but: why would world class swimmers finish their strokes so deep and so far
out away from their side, if they were not getting something out of the next movement? If they were
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simply recovering from that position, it would just make the recovery longer. It would take them longer
to get their hand to their side and longer to get their hand to the surface. It would be foolish; people with
their kind of skill, I do not think would do that. That is why I am guessing that if we had data on them,
we would see that they are getting a propulsive peak out of that.
There are two ways you could do a three-peak stroke: this way and the way that Zubero was doing it.
Which is better? I do not know for sure. I think, if somebody cornered me and made me give them an
answer, I think the way Zubero is doing it.
And now I will get to how did he learn that? I think he learned it because he was pulling on those
buckets down at the University of Florida. I asked him about that; I did not ask him about the buckets,
he volunteered that. But I said, “How do you think you learnt that?” And he said well, we used to really
do a lot of work on the buckets. I can just see having used something like buckets myself, I can just see
a backstroker getting about here and trying to lift that heavy weight and going for the strongest way to
do it. Which would be to do this; not that, but to do this and press up. That is probably how he learnt
that.
Now, which is the better way to do it? Or is a three-peak backstroke necessarily better than a twopeak? Well three is higher than two, but that does not make it better; it is the area under the curve that
is important. Most of these swimmers who are using a three-peak backstroke—or at least I think they
are using a three-peak backstroke—most of these people are actually abbreviating another part of their
stroke. Like Zubero just kind of pushes down real quick (here), and does not get much out of that; to
give him room to sweep-up with his arm here.
So most of them are abbreviating little parts of their stroke. Is there a better way to do this? I think there
probably are going to be better… swimmers are going to find better ways to do this. But just the fact
that you have three peaks, that is one point in the favor of this stroke because three may give you a
little more area under the curve than two. But there are other big advantages of this stroke.
For one thing your stroke rate and your stroke length will probably increase—but particularly your
stroke rate. For another, your average velocity per stroke cycle will probably be greater, because of the
power you are getting in that final up-sweep. And for the third, there is going to be less time between
the end of one stroke and the beginning of the next. Most backstrokers finish their down-sweep just
about the time the other hand enters the water, and then there is a lag period while they are bringing
this hand up out of the water and take this one down to the catch.
That lag period is usually about half-a-second, where they will decelerate. If you look at a velocity
graph, there will be about half-a-second where they will decelerate. If instead they are getting even a
little bit of propulsion from sweeping their hand up here, while they are taking this one down to the
catch, they can cut that to about two-tenths of a second. That period of deceleration can be reduced
every stroke cycle, every stroke really, by two-tenths of a second, and that should make a huge
difference.
Let me show you a little bit of data that suggests what I am talking about. Here for example are the
three swimmers that Cappaert did, and here is Rouse’s velocity during his final up-sweep on just one
arm. He is going over two meters-per-second. (Body velocity?) Forward velocity of his body. He is
going over two meters-per-second; it is the fastest part of the stroke. He has got greater velocity during
that part of the stroke than any other.
Here is Martin Zubero; you see he is doing that with both arms. Not so much with the right. Strangely, it
is the left they generally learn this with, if they are right-handed because the right learns what they
were taught, the left does what comes naturally. You can see with his left arm, he goes up to 2.3 on that
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phase of his stroke; it is not over 1.7 any other time.
With Krisztina Egerszegi, who does this with only one arms, one side, her velocity is 2.5 meters-persecond during this period, which is a half-a-meter per second higher than any other time. So there is a
very good chance that by using that kind of stroke, and I am talking now about the kind that Zubero or
Vassallo was doing with the straight arm sweeping-up, that you can get greater average velocity per
stroke.
And here is what you generally see in the deceleration time. Here is a swimmer, her right arm is
entering the water, her left arm has finished its stroke and let us assume it is recovering. By looking at
the film, I calculated the time between these two at about half-a-second and that is generally what it is.
It takes about half-a-second from the time you release the water at the end of the push (here), until you
are in position for the catch with the next arm. You overlap them (as Zubero is doing here), and you get
some propulsion during this upward portion (right there) and you can cut that to about three tenths-of-asecond. So you are going to have a shorter period of deceleration between strokes; that also should aid
you in having greater average velocity per stroke.
Now there is some data that [Bill] Boomer and Craig and others took at various Olympic Trials on stroke
rates in events. Here I have got the backstroke, and you will see that the backstroke—you will have to
trust me on this—is the only stroke where the rates have substantially increased over the years.
Freestyle, they have stayed about the same; butterfly, they have stayed about the same; breaststroke,
they have actually gone down, they have gotten slower, because we have gone more to a dolphin-style
breaststroke instead of the flat-style breaststroke that was being used back in the ‘70s.
You can see here with the 100 Back for women:
’76, average stroke rate for the finalists: 46;
’84, approximately the same;
by ’98, the majority of them are stroking in the range of 50-56 stroke cycles a minute.
(Men, you see here). Now most male backstrokers in the 100m Backstroke are stroking at about 50,
51, 52, 53 strokes cycles a minute in a 100, where as they used to be doing it above 46, 47.
In the 200, you do not see the same mark difference. I do not know why, but we do not see that same
mark difference. It has pretty much stayed the same for women; it has gotten slightly higher for men
over time.
So this kind of straight-arming at the end of the stroke probably also aids in a faster turnover. If it does,
we expect to see swimmers in the 50m Backstroke using it, and so I have got a film here of the 2011
World Championships in the 50 back. You will see that every swimmer in our view is using this style.
OK, watch the first guy, the top guy on your screen. There he is with the left hand; there he is with the
right. Now look down at the very furthest one, the bottom guy. There he is with the right hand already
straightened out, ready to sweep up. Now let us look at the guy in blue suit and then the guy next to
him. All of these swimmers have a straight arm much earlier in the stroke and much deeper than we
would normally teach. We normally teach them to try to finish near their thigh. So I think that… we will
look at this one more time; I think a great number of these swimmers are using this style. They
probably have not been taught to do it; just doing what comes naturally.
Yep?
[audience member]: Can you comment on the body position?
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[Maglischo]: You mean the way they are out of position? And the way they seem to be struggling out of
position? I think that is the angle of the camera; the camera is shooting up and I think they look like they
have worse body position than they do.
Now I am going to show you one more. This just kind of interests me; I do not know if it will interest you.
You know this drill that is so popular, that Eddie Reese introduced to us, the spin drill. When swimmers
do a spin drill they almost automatically go to a straighter arm stroke and they start pulling this way.
I am going to show you a video of the fellow from Wisconsin, [Drew] teDuits, who won the 200
Backstroke for men a couple of years ago at the NCAAs—1:38. You will see him swimming his normal
stroke and then you will see him doing spin drill. And then I slow it down a little bit underwater, so you
can see how his stroke changes. Then I am going to show you a video from Eddie Reese’s instructional
series of Nate Dusing doing the same things: his normal stroke and then swimming with a spin drill.
Watch how his arms just automatically stroke differently.
This is teDuits. There is his normal stroke; very traditional stroke although there are elements of a third
sweep in there. Now here he is doing the spin drill. I am going to slow this down in a minute and you
will see how he has changed to his straightening his arm up much earlier and then pushing up with it—
right there. He is doing that with both arms. I have no idea why when these people really want to get
their arms going fast they do this, but they do. Here is Dusing. There is his normal stroke; again a fairly
traditional stroke. And here he is doing a spin drill. When he goes to a spin drill, he starts pulling… he
pulls with a completely straight arm—almost completely straight.
So if you wanted to sort of push somebody into this style, spin drill might be a good way to do it. I have
had very little… I have been working on this for about twenty years, and I was coaching during about
ten of those years. I never had very much success teaching anybody to do it; it is just too far out for
them. If they did not do it when they came, I could not teach it to them. So it is very hard to teach, but I
think it should be taught and I think it probably has value.
Now are there questions? Yes?
[audience member]: In viewing those people, would you say that there is some anatomical difference;
what makes the animal better?
[Maglischo]: I am not sure I get the gist of your question; is there a reason they do that, yeah?
(Possibility of flexion of the elbow?) Okay, yeah. One of the things is hyper-extension at the elbow. If
you can hyper-extend your elbow, you are going to be able to keep this part of your arm facing back a
little bit longer than somebody else will. That may be the reason so many backstrokers seem to do this;
not because it helps their recovery and their entry, but because they are able to keep their forearm and
their hand facing back a little bit longer. So, yes; I was not sure that was what you were getting at, but
yes that is absolutely true.
(Way back?)
[audience member]: Usually you have synchronization with the opposite leg’s upbeat during the
rotation when…?
[Maglischo]: Yeah, it throws them out of timing. I did not want to get into that because it gets… it would
take too long—it is pretty complicated. It does throw them off timing. The way that some swimmers
have done it, and they have done it very well, is through the overlap.
Normally, when you enter with this hand and you sweep down with it, you are going to kick up with this
this leg on the same side; normally when you make the catch, you kick up with the leg on the same
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side. So what a lot of these swimmers do is they overlap this up-sweep with the down-sweep of the
other arm, and that gets them right into six-beat timing. Even though they are out of six-beat timing just
as they finish with the stroking arm, here. It is not very difficult to get the right kind of timing, but you see
a variety of swimmers using a bunch of different kinds of timing because they probably have learned
this by assimilation and they never did quite figure out how to get their body rotation and their kick in
with it.
That is why when you mentioned about the body position, the biggest danger is from side-to-side, with
your kick not in the right timing. But if you just overlap those arms—if you make sure that when you are
sweeping up with one you are sweeping down with the other—the kick will fall into place. You will not
have the wiggling some of them have.
Any other questions?
[audience member]: Do you feel there is a momentum factor at the recovery mark, going forward
adding to the power of the third peak?
[Maglischo]: Probably yes. I did not think about it until you said that, but probably yes.
The danger is… when I have tried to teach it to people, the danger is they overdo it. They want to keep
pushing with this arm all the way to the surface and the shoulder gets pushed under. They have got to
learn it is a short but very powerful movement, and it only goes until you have backward position. As
soon as you lose backward position with your forearm, or mostly backward position with your forearm
even if you can keep it with your hand, you have got to go into the recovery.
Yeah?
[audience member]: You said you talked to Martin and he was unaware that he did it. Have you talked
to other swimmers? Did they describe it?
[Maglischo]: Oh yeah, I have talked to several people that I have coached that came in with that kind of
style and none of them thought they were doing it. SwimSwam had an article by a swimmer who they
had talked to, Aaron Peirsol. He told her he did something where he kind of uses a scull across with his
hand at the end of a stroke. So she decided to try to learn that and then she gave the drill to
SwimSwam.
I think a lot of swimmers… Peirsol may have done that… it sounds like he did knowingly—even though
he was not able to describe exactly how he did it. I think a lot of swimmers have felt this dead period
here, between the recovery of one arm and the catch of the other, and they have just filled it in with
something that worked. They do it in a variety of ways—I could go on and on about this. There are at
least three or four or five different ways now that various swimmers I think are doing this.
[audience member]: Since this is a Senior talk, if you were coaching a group of 14-18 year-olds, would
you teach this? Would you teach a two-beat pull? Would you teach in on a linear pull? Would you do
this on a case-by-case basis? How would you move forward with a group of 14-18 year-old, mid-level
swimmers?
[Maglischo]: Well, I just told you: I tried for about ten years; I was not very successful at changing
anybody with it. But I think having seen what goes on with the spin drill, that a number of… using the
spin drill and then hearing Zubero’s story, using resisted swimming—against surgical tubing or against
water towers or whatever—if you had an affinity toward the style, it would lead you into it. Whether you
can teach it exactly, I do not know; but maybe once they get the feel for it, you can. I understand it
better now than I did when I was coaching. I think I might get-away with teaching it, or I would at least
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try harder, I would not back off if it was not working right away—I would at least try harder
But the danger is, as I said, in order to get the third peak, you have got to sacrifice something in the
middle. You have got to either make this a very short little up-sweep and then a long down-sweep and
a long sweep up; or you have got to make it a fairly reasonable up-sweep, quick down-sweep and a
long sweep up. You have got to sacrifice something in there. I think there might be a way that you do
not have to sacrifice, if you once started realizing that it is okay to swim backstroke with a straight arm.
[audience member]: How does lengthening the moment arm like that, as opposed to some of the
people who used to bend the elbow a little bit, impact the shoulder, in terms of injuries?
[Maglischo]: Well, I do not know; I have no idea. I would assume it would make it a little worse, right
here, because right through there it is going to encourage a little more friction.
[audience]: We need to do more strengthening of…?
[Maglischo]: Maybe. Maybe you would find that it is no problem at all. I do not know.
Any other? Yeah.
[audience member]: When you compare the three-peak to a more regular pull, are you finding any
correlation or any comparing/contrasting the amount of total power that one generates as opposed to
the other?
[Maglicho]: No; I do not have any data on that at all. Almost everything I am talking is indirect, except
for the few little things I have shown you.
Yeah?
[audience member]: So Ernie, might you be suggesting that in the future the whole stroke might be
swam with a straighter arm?
[Maglischo]: Yeah. I am thinking there probably… there is a happy medium, sort of like Vassallo had,
where you might be able to use a little bit shorter up-sweep, with less upward motion—just a little bit—
and then get your arm down deep early in the stroke. But at least push-back for a short time with it,
because a few of these people show that they can do that, and then put yourself in position for a long
sweep up. There may come a time when you are really just going in, catching, doing this, this and
taking a long sweep up. I think there is something to it.
What I tried to show you today is that I am not doing any kind of pie-in-the-sky thing here, there are a
whole bunch of people already using this. I am convinced, if we had data on them, we would see that
they are already doing this, whether they know it or not.
Yeah?
[audience member]: Do you think you need velocity analysis to know whether it is more effective, or
can you tell visually or by feel? Do you actually need…?
[Maglischo]: Not for Age Group swimmers; you can experiment with them like crazy. But with worldclass swimmers, yes. You do not want to change them. You need to know if the change is going to work
or if it is going to cause them to sacrifice something that they do very well that they no longer do well.
But with Age Group swimmers, I do not know what would happen if you started with a young group of
kids and actually teach them more of a straight-arm backstroke. Whether they would automatically fall
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into just a little bit of, you know, up-down, here, and then a long sweep up; or whether they would just
straight-arm it all the way through. I think they would automatically fall into a little bit of up-down,
because this is going to be the big power phase, right here—that is going to be the power phase.
Any other questions? Okay. Well, tomorrow I am going to talk about the breaststroke and I am going to
be just as wild about that. I am going to come down from Jupiter [laughter] and talk about that pull the
same way I talked about this one.
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